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13Abstract The objective of the research presented here was to study the influence of two
14types of instruction for using an argumentation diagram during pedagogical debates over
15the Internet. In particular, we studied how using an argumentation diagram as a medium of
16debate compared to using an argumentation diagram as a way of representing a debate. Two
17groups of students produced an individual argument diagram, then debated in pairs in one
18of the two conditions, and finally revised their individual diagrams in light of their debate.
19We developed an original analysis method (ADAM) to evaluate the differences between the
20argumentation diagrams constructed collaboratively during the interactions that constituted
21the experimental conditions, as well as those constructed individually before and after debate.
22The results suggest a complementary relationship between the usage of argumentation dia-
23grams in the framework of conceptual learning. First, students who were instructed to use the
24argumentation diagram to represent their debate were less inclined to take a position in relation
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25to the same graphical element while collaborating. On the other hand, students who were
26instructed to use the argumentation diagram alongside a chat expressed more personal opinions
27while collaborating. Second, the instructions given to the participants regarding the use of the
28argumentation diagram during the collaborative phase (either for debate or for representing a
29chat debate) have a significant impact on the post-individual graphs. In the individual graphs
30revised after the collaborative phase, participants who used the graph to represent their debate
31added more examples, consequences and causes. It follows that a specific usage for an
32argumentation diagram can be chosen and instructions given based on pedagogical objectives
33for a given learning situation.

34Keywords Argumentation diagram . CSCL . Socio-cognitive conflict .

35Multiple external representations . Pedagogical debate

37Introduction Q2

38Research on collaborative argumentation-based learning has recently emerged as a special
39focus within the domain of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL; Andriessen
40et al. 2003). It is now widely agreed that helping students learn how to argue about knowl-
41edge is favorable for learning (Andriessen and Coirier 1999; Baker et al. 2001). First,
42students who elaborate defenses or attacks of their own or their partner’s assertions must
43examine their own beliefs and understand the beliefs of their partner. Such examination of
44beliefs, coupled with the elaboration of argumentative discourse, can help students differ-
45entiate conceptual notions (Baker 2003), elaborate new knowledge (Baker 1999), develop
46arguments (Séjourné et al. 2004) or justify their viewpoints (Sandoval et al. 2000). Con-
47sidering that justifications are special types of explanations, this last point links to the
48literature on the “self-explanation effect,” where subjects that are asked to “self-explain”
49their solutions show better problem-solving performance Q3(Chi et al. 1989; Chi & VanLehn
501991). Second, as a result of argumentation, students may recognize that their point of
51disaccord cannot be resolved without obtaining further knowledge, perhaps from their teacher
52(de Vries Q3et al. 2002).
53Research on learning activities in CSCL that are based on argumentation has exper-
54imented with many different ways to help students learn how to argue about knowledge.
55They include writing argumentative text (Coirier and Golder 1993; Veerman et al. 2002),
56engaging in supported discussion or debate Q3(Stegmann et al. 2004; de Vries et al. 2002) and
57creating argument diagrams (Baker et al. 2003; Suthers and Hundhausen 2003). Various
58tasks, tools and learning situations have been elaborated for each of these activities in order to
59better understand the relationship between them and the elaboration of knowledge through
60argumentation.
61The research reported here was developed within this framework and was carried out by
62the Lyon team in the context of the European project SCALE,1 the general goal of which
63was to present theoretical and pedagogical foundations for the design of situations that
64favor Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning, hereafter referred to as CABLE.

1 The “SCALE” project (Internet-based intelligent tool to Support Collaborative Argumentation-based
LEarning in secondary schools) was financed by the European Union “Information Societies” Technologies
(IST) programme (IST-1999-10664) of the 5th framework between 2001 and 2004; http://www.euroscale.net,
http://drew.emse.fr.
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65Our team carried out two major experiments within SCALE, the second of which ex-
66plored the results of the first and will be presented in detail here. The first experiment
67illustrated that participating in typewritten “chat” interactions and constructing argument
68diagrams with an argumentation-graph tool (JigaDREW-designed and developed within the
69project), were both equally effective in helping students to subsequently produce signif-
70icantly higher quality argumentative texts.2 However, in each case (for chat and for
71argument diagrams), different interactive learning processes were at play. Namely, the chat
72interactions were significantly more argumentative, and this correlated with the subsequent
73production of higher quality argumentative texts. In the argument diagram interactions, the
74arrangement or moving of boxes containing arguments was correlated with the subsequent
75production of higher quality texts Q4(Baker et al., submitted for publication). Chat interactions
76may thus be more effective for elaborating arguments, perhaps due to the “strategic in-
77determinacy” Q3(Edmondson 1981) of language-based interactions. In other words, greater
78ambiguity favors more negotiation of meaning. On the other hand, unsurprisingly, argument
79diagram interactions seem more effective for displaying argumentation structure and thus
80facilitating the incorporation of new arguments into the space of debate.
81The experiment carried out in the second year of the SCALE project explored two specific
82tasks based on the JigaDREWargumentation-graph tool in order to determine precisely how
83these tasks favor elaboration of argumentative knowledge in collaborative learning situations.
84Given that higher quality argumentative texts correlated with arranging boxes containing
85arguments, but that the chat interactions were significantly more argumentative than the
86graph interactions, it seemed pertinent to look more closely at argumentation-graph usage in
87order to understand how changing the instructions for using a tool can change outcomes in
88general and, more specifically, potentially favor more argumentative knowledge construc-
89tion. Based, in part, on the first year results of SCALE, Munneke et al. (2003) showed
90that using a diagram during discussion did not lead to more depth in discussion than using
91one before discussion. Our second year experiment was designed in order to answer the
92following questions:

93– How does changing how students use an argumentation graph during a debate on
94important societal questions influence their learning about the space of debate? More
95specifically, what kinds of interactive learning mechanisms are facilitated when students
96use an argumentation graph (1) as a medium of debate or (2) as a way of representing a
97chat debate?
98– If differences in students’ learning about the space of debate can be discerned as a
99function of argumentation graph usage, how does this influence the design of CSCL
100systems and the learning situations in which they are embedded?

102Research Q2background

103The questions we address in this article focus on two main crossroads of research: (1)
104argumentation, CSCL and learning and (2) multiple external representations and collabora-
105tive learning. In the following sections, we will review research results pertinent to studying

2 Higher quality was evaluated in terms of two measures: (1) QED (Qualité de l’Espace de Débat or Quality
of the Space of Debate) and (2) Rainbow (a measure of the types of interactions within a debate).
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106how differing the instructions for use of an argumentation graph during computer-mediated
107debate changes the manner in which students collaborate and revise individual argument
108graphs after such debate. The manner in which they revise their graphs is considered to be a
109type of learning, originating in debate. The above-mentioned crossroads of research will be
110reviewed in relation to the four principal roles of the computer in CSCL environments
111identified by de Q3Vries et al. (2002): (1) the computer as a collective memory of what has
112been constructed; (2) the computer as the focusing point of dialogue and action; (3) the
113computer as a means of representing elements in a discussion and (4) the computer as a
114medium for communication. Each of these roles, depending on where they occur in a given
115pedagogical sequence and depending on what type of external representation is used to
116carry them out, may have different effects on learning goals. In addition, they often exist
117concurrently.

118Argumentation, Q2CSCL and learning

119Theoretical Q2notion

120The socio-cognitive conflict paradigm (Doise and Mugny 1981) supports the notion that
121argumentation is considered to be beneficial for collaborative learning. This paradigm is
122based on the original concept of conflict from Piaget between a student’s cognitive structure
123and the structures he or she encounters in the inanimate environment. This conflict is seen
124as a motor for change in that the two conflicting structures are integrated by the student into
125a unified re-structured whole. The transposition of the conflict to the social plane (between
126people) makes it socio-cognitive and its cooperative resolution can also lead to conceptual
127change (Chi et al. 1994; diSessa 1993; Vosniadou 1994).

128CSCL interfaces for Q2argumentation

129CSCL environments have thus been built and pedagogical sequences have been organized
130in order to provoke socio-cognitive conflicts between collaborative problem-solvers and to
131subsequently help them resolve these conflicts and restructure their knowledge. The CSCL
132environments pertinent for our research are those built around the general notion of an
133argumentation graph or diagram. The Belvedere system (e.g., Suthers et al. 1997) is one of
134the precursors of such an environment, providing for the construction of diagrams ex-
135pressing “evidential reasoning.” In Belvedere, students construct diagrams that relate
136different types of evidence to hypotheses, using data to support a hypothesis or show that a
137theory conflicts with it, for example. Research on the early Belvedere interface showed that
138students focused excessively on choosing an epistemic category for their contributions. In
139other words, if the task was to discuss why the dinosaurs became extinct, students spent
140more time considering what counted as a theory, hypothesis or claim than actually
141elaborating them. In Suthers’ more recent research, the Belvedere interface has thus been
142simplified, allowing participants to concentrate on content and distinguish between ideas
143that are empirically backed or merely suggested. In a similar vein, Baker & Lund Q3(1997)
144showed how structuring a CSCL interface could lead to a more task-focused and reflective
145interaction, rather than one focused on interaction management. However, whereas in both
146studies the interface mattered, in the research on Belvedere the interface was simplified to
147allow for focus on content while in Baker & Lund a structured communication interface
148provided shortcuts for interaction and task management as well as for coming to agreement.
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149The goal of a more reflective interaction through focusing dialogue and action was met in
150both cases, but not by the same specific means. In the first case, elements representing the
151discussion were simplified and in the second, the communicative interface was structured.
152In terms of identifying the mechanisms for knowledge construction in CSCL, Suthers
153(2005) showed how interaction through evidential reasoning allowed for: (1) grounding by
154participants implicitly taking up a partner’s actions in the graph, (2) interactions that
155respond to and address differences in interpretations and (3) transformations of repre-
156sentations by multiple individuals leading to a joint solution. Our own research on argu-
157mentation in CSCL has provided evidence for similar types of cognitive and interactive
158mechanisms important for learning: co-elaboration of new knowledge driven by a need to
159resolve socio-cognitive conflicts between students (Baker 1999), differentiation of con-
160ceptual notions when students attribute different meanings to the same term (Baker 2003;
161de Vries et al. 2002), Q3and development of counter-arguments in the context of dialogical
162exchange (Séjourné et al. 2004; Baker et al. 2003).

163Pedagogical Q2sequences

164The organization of pedagogical sequences within which CSCL systems are embedded is
165important for instigating and cooperatively resolving a socio-cognitive conflict and reach-
166ing learning goals. This research goes under the heading of “scripting collaboration”
167(Dillenbourg 2002), building “learning scenarios” (Marty et al. 2007), or simply generating
168task sequences (Séjourné et al. 2004). For example Stegmann et al. (2004), developed two
169scripts, the first aimed at supporting the construction of argumentation sequences and the
170second at supporting construction of the argument itself. Their results showed that student
171discourse taking place within scripted collaboration was of higher quality than student dis-
172course without scripted collaboration. In addition, students acquired more individual knowl-
173edge. Jermann and Dillenbourg (2003) observed that answering in pairs using ArguGraph (as
174opposed to answering alone) impacted positively on the elaboration of arguments provided to
175justify an answer given in a questionnaire. They interpreted this improvement as stemming
176from the discussion necessary to give a common answer. However, research has shown that
177discussion alone is not sufficient; conflicts must also be made salient for participants in order
178to provoke debate (Quignard 2000). In the case of Jermann and Dillenbourg (2003), written
179answers showed whether individuals’ answers were the same or not, but this is not always as
180simple to decide when a conflict occurs during discussion. In a related aspect of organizing
181pedagogical sequences, recent research by Veerman et al. (2002) showed that students who
182prepared more for debate (8 h as opposed to 2), produced Belvedere diagrams during chat
183interaction that had a higher number of elements that were not in the chat (thus demonstrating
184higher topic coverage), although the meaning and the argumentative nature of these new
185elements were not the focus of discussion. Preparation is thus necessary for taking up con-
186cepts during debate, but does not guarantee that these concepts are discussed in depth.
187This is why specifically organizing the pedagogical sequence to focus on the socio-
188cognitive conflict(s) is crucial. We mean organizing in terms of specifying the conditions
189for debate and supporting specific sequences of actions that have the underlying
190pedagogical goal of obtaining both quality argumentation and knowledge co-construction.
191From the short review above, we see that whether or not conceptual conflicts appear in
192interaction, and whether or not they are cooperatively resolved, can depend on the structure
193of the CSCL interface, on the organization of pedagogical sequences (scripting, building
194learning scenarios or task sequences) and on the role different parts of the CSCL system
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195play during different parts of the sequence. Do these parameters facilitate task focus? Are
196there affordances for the interactive and cognitive mechanisms important for learning?
197In the following research, we compare more closely two of the roles defined by Q3de Vries
198et al. (2002): the computer as a means of representing elements in a discussion and the
199computer as a medium for communication. This comparison leads us to consider the literature
200on external representations and learning. We will begin by presenting two examples of how
201multiple representations affect collaborative learning and then will look at the cognitive
202mechanisms that are made possible by working individually with multiple representations.

203Multiple external Q2representations and collaborative learning

204Suthers et al. have focused on the roles of different external representations (diagram,
205matrices and text) in collaborative problem solving (Suthers 2003; Suthers and Hundhausen
2062003). In a comparative experiment, it was shown that pairs of students working side by
207side on a computer and using an evidential reasoning graph or a matrix for reasoning
208revisited and re-used information more than pairs of students that used text. Although a
209matrix was more useful for verifying relations between content, however, some of this
210verification seemed to be incited by filling in all possible relations appearing in the matrix
211and not considering the relevance of the content of the relation in the context of the dis-
212cussion. On the other hand, it seems that a graph helps pairs of students elaborate while
213keeping them focused.
214Van Amelsvoort and Andriessen (2003) have also studied the effects of different types
215of CSCL representations (text and diagrams). They compared the representations that
216individual students use for preparation for debate on the quality of those debates. They
217showed that students discussed more concepts during debate with a partner and wrote more
218conceptually rich collaborative texts in two conditions out of three. The two conditions that
219led to higher quality debate and higher quality collaborative text were conditions where the
220students individually built an argumentation diagram or individually wrote an argumenta-
221tive text and had the corresponding argumentation diagram built for them, which they
222subsequently studied before debate. The condition that led to less conceptually rich debate
223and text was when students wrote an argumentative text before debate.
224Producing argumentation diagrams during debate and preparing for debate by producing
225or studying argumentation diagrams (as opposed to working with text) seems more helpful
226for producing more conceptually rich argumentation while staying focused on relevant
227aspects of debate (for characteristics of diagrams, see also Jones et al. 1988; Vézin 1985).
228Considering the advantages of argumentation graphs, it is interesting to look more
229closely at the interactive and cognitive mechanisms that are made possible by them.

230From comparing external Q2representations to coordinating and translating between them

231The main issue that concerns us here is the transformation of information from one external
232representation to another and its impact on learning (Duval 1995). Although using multiple
233representations (diagrams, text, etc.) can lead to more abstract and generalizable knowledge
234(Ainsworth 1999) and help students memorize information (Molinari and Tapiero 2007),
235the coordination of or the translation between such representations is more problematic.
236The larger the differences in the format and operations of two representations (level of
237abstraction, differences in symbols, strategies that are encouraged, etc.), the more difficult
238students will find the process of mapping between them (Ainsworth 1997). If learners are
239familiar with each representation (they understand the format and the operations) and with
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240the domain (they understand the relation between the representation and the domain), then
241translating between representations, with the help of the underlying domain, should be
242easier (Ainsworth 1999).
243The coordination and translation that is the focus of this article is between a debate in a
244chat and an argumentation graph. In one condition (Graph for debating), students are asked
245to use a chat and an argumentation graph in order to debate. In another, students are asked
246to debate in a chat and then subsequently represent their debate in an argumentation graph
247(Graph for representing a chat debate). In both cases, knowledge construction is taking
248place through shared representations. In the former, we suppose that two representations are
249constructed while simultaneously being coordinated, while in the latter, one representation
250(chat) is translated into another (graph). Although this is the general context of our research,
251in this article we do not analyze the chat interactions so we cannot directly address the
252notions of coordination and translation. We do, however, look at the outcome of con-
253struction coupled with coordination and the outcome of translation in terms of how students
254modify their individual graphs after debate.
255To date, there has been no research that compares two specific usages of an argu-
256mentation graph in a particular phase of two comparable pedagogical sequences. In our
257opinion, using an argumentation graph as a tool for representing a debate that has taken
258place in chat combines the advantages of argumentation graphs per se, and has the potential
259to capture the benefits of translating between representations. Making a graph out of text
260involves analyzing and organizing textual information in order to represent it visually. This
261analysis can be compared to research on text comprehension where a cognitive schema of a text
262is elaborated by the application of four rules (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978): a rule of selection
263(take the most important information), a rule of suppression (of detail), a rule of reduction (or
264generalization) and finally a rule of construction (add new information). The resulting schema
265should reflect the global structure of the text it represents (in our case, a chat interaction).
266However, it is not a simple juxtaposition of information; it is a restructuring of information
267that should lead to greater comprehension. The analyses that we carry out in this article take
268up two of the rules of Kintsch and van Dijk: we consider what type of elements of the
269individual graph are suppressed or added. In addition, we postulate that although in terms of
270external representations there are differences between argumentative chat interactions and
271argumentation graphs (e.g., chronological dialogue vs summarized content and expression of
272relations), these differences are not considered sufficient for hindering translation. On the
273contrary, translating from chat to graph could aid in exploring the space of debate. Actively
274reflecting upon the nature of the connection between two representations (in our case, chat
275and graph) may lead to the construction of deeper understanding (Ainsworth 1999).

276Experimental objectives Q2and method

277The objective of our experiment was twofold. First, the teaching sequence was elaborated
278in collaboration with a classroom teacher in regard to a pedagogical objective. Our goal
279was to help students elaborate knowledge on a particular subject of debate, genetically
280modified organisms (GMOs), by collaborating within multi-representational (text and
281diagram) argumentative interactions.
282Second, we had a research and development objective. Here, our goal was to propose
283communicative Internet tools for students’ argumentative activities and determine to what
284extent these tools favored such activity. More specifically, we set out to investigate the
285extent to which two different ways of using the argumentation graph during the debate—
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286i.e., either as a medium of debate (condition 1) or as a way of representing the chat debate
287(condition 2)—influence learning. To attain this goal, we measured differences between
288individual argument graphs obtained before and after the discussion and compared these
289differences between the two testing conditions (Graph for debating condition versus Graph
290for representing a chat debate condition). We were also interested in the potential dif-
291ferences in the collaborative graphs, elaborated during the two conditions.
292The Experiment SCALE 2 was carried out over a 4-day period at the end of the school
293year (May–June 2003). Thirty-six 15–16 year-old students from the Antoine de Saint-
294Exupéry school for secondary education in France participated as part of class activity. In
295this section, we begin by presenting DREW (Dialogical Reasoning Educational Webtool), a
296CSCL Environment designed to promote students’ individual and collaborative argumen-
297tative activities. We then describe the teaching documents on which students initially
298worked to refine their own points of view on the subject of the debate (GMOs). Finally, we
299focus on the specific sequence of tasks carried out by students during this experiment.

300The JigaDREW Q2CSCL tool

301DREW is a CSCL environment developed in Java by the RIM team of Ecole Nationale
302Supérieure des Mines de Saint-Étienne (Corbel et al. 2003) within Q5the SCALE project. The
303DREW system used by the students is composed of tools for communication and col-
304laboration. Figure 1 shows the chat tool and the argument graph editor called JigaDREW
305(Corbel et al. 2002).

Fig. 1 JigaDREW tool
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306In theDREWenvironment, the chat tool (quasi-synchronous written interaction) can be used
307to debate a subject, to negotiate with others the meaning of elements in the argument graph, or
308to coordinate a collaboratively written text. The text editor allows students to write, individually
309or collectively, a synthesis of a text or of a debate they previously conducted. JigaDREW is a
310shared representational tool that was developed on the basis of the Toulminian graphical
311structure of argument (Toulmin 1958), with the important added feature that students may take
312a position in regard to arguments (express an opinion either “for” or “against” an argument or
313a relation). This makes JigaDREW dialogical (see below), whereas Toulminian graphs are
314not. JigaDREW can be used either to debate or to represent a debate as a graph composed of
315theses and arguments (represented by boxes) that can be connected to each other by two types
316of argumentative links (+ or in favor arrows, − or against arrows). During the collaborative
317construction of an argument graph, students also have the possibility of (1) providing
318comments, and (2) of expressing their own opinions (in favor or against) for any element of
319the graph (boxes and arrows). Indeed, each student’s opinion appears in a different color, and
320boxes for which two opposed opinions have been expressed appear in a “crushed” form to
321represent the conflict.

322Task Q2materials

323The teaching documents were constructed within a research-action group called PRATIC,3

324whose members included researchers and high school teachers of different disciplines
325(French, philosophy, civics education). The teachers all taught some aspect of argumen-
326tation within their respective curricula and were interested in reflecting on different theories
327of argumentation and on using the Internet to teach argumentation. The French teacher
328participated more closely in the design of the teaching documents, as our experiment was
329carried out in his and his colleague’s class and his goal was to use the documents for
330reviewing the work done on argumentation by his students throughout the year. Work was
331coordinated with the students’ biology teacher, as they had studied questions relating to
332GMOs.
333Three local websites were developed that summarized the viewpoints (as found on their
334own web pages) of three social actors implicated in the debate on GMOs: (1) Greenpeace
335(against GMOs), (2) French ResearchMinistry (neutral in relation to GMOs) and (3) Monsanto
336(a seed company in favor of GMOs).

337Participants and Q2experimental sequence

338Thirty-six French secondary school students participated in the experiment during 4 days at
339the end of the school year. Two sessions were organized according to the two conditions
340tested: students using the graph to debate and students using the graph as a way of repre-
341senting their chat debate. The general experimental sequence is shown in Fig. 2.
342In a preliminary phase, students were taught elementary notions of argumentation using
343handouts and the blackboard (day 1). In phase 0, students were trained on the computer-
344mediated communication tools to be used in phase 2 (day 2). In phase 1, initial acquisition
345of argumentative knowledge and its structuring was the goal, as students were helped to
346reflect on their personal opinions in regard to the topic (day 3). In phase 2, it was hoped the

3 PRATIC stands for “PRatiques de l’Argumentation avec les Technologies de l’Information et de la
Communication” or Practices in Argumentation with Information and Communication Technologies.
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347sharing of argumentative knowledge would lead to the co-construction of conceptual un-
348derstanding and to increased coherence of personal views (day 4). Finally, in phase 3, the
349objective was that students restructure their personal argumentative knowledge in light of
350the new arguments and knowledge they gained during the debate phase (also day 4).
351Table 1 shows the detailed experimental sequence.

352Day 1 Notions of argumentation
353On day 1, during normal class time (1 h), both groups reviewed some basic notions of
354argumentation (thesis, argument, contra-argument, elaboration of argument, opinion). Then
355students were asked to fill in the content of an argument graph that had been constructed
356from a literary argumentative text they had previously studied (L’écume des jours, by Boris
357Vian, published in 1947). The teacher corrected the exercise on the blackboard and at the
358end of class, gave the solution to the students on paper.
359Day 2 Training with JigaDREW

On day 2 (1 h), students were trained on the practical use of the notions of argumentation
361they had learned in conjunction with the JigaDREW diagrams. For the first 20 min, each
362student followed a step-by-step tutorial on how to construct an argument graph. For the next
36335 min, student pairs used DREW (chat interface and JigaDREWargument graph) to represent
364a written dialogue with an argument graph. Finally, each dyad compared their solution with the
365correct solution, as shown on the computer.
366Day 3 Preparation for debate
367On day 3, each student first drew an argument graph using his or her own ideas about
368GMOs (20 min). Second, students browsed the three local websites to get more arguments
369(20 min). Third, each student modified his or her first graph as a result of the information

2.Debate 3.Consolidation0.Training 1.PreparationFig. 2 General experimental
sequence

t1.1Table 1 Detailed experimental sequence

Planning Phase Timing Condition 1 “Graph for
debating”

Condition 2 “Graph for representing
chat debate” t1.2

Day 1 Revision 60 m Review of argumentation and introduction to argumentation diagrams
by the teacher t1.3

Day 2 0. Training 60 m Integrated training: arguing with diagrams using DREW t1.4
Day 3 1. Preparation 120 m Students produce an argument graph using his or her own ideas on

GMOs. Each student reads web pages on subject to be debated
(GMOs). Students modified their individual argument graph on basis
of reading t1.5

Day 4 2. Debate 70 m Graph and chat as medium
of debate

Chat as medium of debate t1.6

2.1 Discussion Flexibly moving from chat
to graph as students wish t1.7

2.2 Synthesis Synthesis of debate in chat Joint construction of graph to
represent debate in chat followed
by synthesis in chat t1.8

3. Consolidation 30 m Students revise individual graphs in light of their debates t1.9
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370on the local websites (80 m). Students were allowed to switch back and forth between their
371graph and the websites.
372Day 4 Debate and consolidation
373The debate phase was the experimental condition that varied; two different tasks were
374elaborated: condition 1, where the graph (along with the chat) was the medium of the debate,
375and condition 2, where the graph was used for representing the debate carried out previously
376in the chat. We have called condition 1 “Graph for debating” and condition 2 “Graph for
377representing chat debate”.

379In the “Graph for debating” condition during the debate phase, students first studied their
380own individual graph (printed on paper) for about 10 min. Then students debated each other
381in dyads, using both chat and JigaDREW in the manner they wished (60 min). They were
382allowed to consult only their own individual graph. Finally, the dyad used chat to
383synthesize what they had agreed and disagreed on during their debate.
384In the “Graph for representing chat debate” condition during the debate phase, students
385also studied their own individual graph (printed on paper) for 10 min. However, the
386students debated each other in dyads using only chat for 30 min. Then, for the next 30 min,
387they used JigaDREW to represent their own chat debate while using the chat interface to
388manage their interaction. These students also then used the chat interface to synthesize what
389they had agreed and disagreed on during their debate. As we were in an authentic classroom
390situation, the teacher constituted the dyads for both conditions, according to pairs of
391students that had a demonstrated record of working well together. The numbers of students
392in groups depended on student attendance for that day.
393In the consolidation phase, both groups worked individually using JigaDREW to
394improve their graphs in light of what they experienced during the debate (30 min).

395Analyzing argument Q2diagrams: The ADAM method

396Rationale Q2

397The ADAM (Argumentation Diagram Analysis Method) method was developed by the
398Lyon team within the SCALE project to determine which of the two tasks we designed
399favored students’ exploration and deepening of their understanding of the question of the
400debate (Séjourné et al. 2004). We wanted to measure, through analysis of argumentation
401diagrams, the acquisition of new arguments from a student’s partner, the refinement of his
402or her own understanding as expressed in developed arguments, as well as students’
403negotiation of the meaning of key concepts in the GMO domain.
404Analysis focused on the quality of the student graphs produced before, during and after
405the debate. Based on our knowledge of the literature on translating between external repre-
406sentations (e.g., Ainsworth 1999), we thought that condition 2 (Graph for representing chat
407debate) could favor reflection and lead to a better comprehension of the space of debate, as
408reflected in the argumentative quality of the final graph.

409ADAM Q2method

410In the ADAMmethod, the quality of students’ argumentation diagrams is measured according
411to six characteristics:

4121. The form of the diagram
4132. The quantity of arguments and relations expressed
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4143. The quantity and nature of opinions expressed
4154. The quantity of topics treated within the space of debate
4165. The variety and degree of elaboration of the arguments expressed
4176. The correctness of argumentative relations.

418First, the form of the diagram refers to the type of branching. Either the branches extend
419in a linear manner from the claim, thus representing elaboration of different arguments, or
420there is sub-branching, thus signifying that a local thesis (second claim) has developed and
421that several arguments have been expressed in regard to it. Both types of branching may be
422present in a single graph.
423Second, the number of arguments and relations (links) present in the graph are counted.
424In addition, it is also possible to add a comment to an argument or to a link; this is also
425counted. However, there were so few that for this study statistical analyses could not be
426carried out.
427Third, the quantity and nature of opinions expressed refers to the number of opinions
428that the students express on the graph, as well as whether the opinions are “for” or “against”
429a given argument.
430Fourth, the topics that are broached within the space of debate are counted. Although we
431will not present results here on these topics, they are Health, Affluence/Welfare, Environment,
432World-view or Other.
433Fifth, the variety of elaboration refers to the extent to which students express all of the
434main arguments relating to the claim being debated. Degree of elaboration refers to the
435extent to which students elaborate content. Level 0 is one word (example: GMO). Level 1
436is 1 proposition (1 word+1 predicate; e.g., “GMOs are not natural”). Level 2 is 2 prop-
437ositions (e.g., “GMOs can be dangerous for health in humans”). Level 3 is 2 propositions
438with an argumentative connector (e.g., “GMOs produce higher yields because they resist
439insects”). Level 4 is beyond level 3 (e.g., 3 or more propositions or more than one
440connector, etc.).
441Finally, the correctness of argumentative relations refers to whether or not the link
442expresses argumentative reasoning, e.g., a phrase supporting or attacking a claim rather
443than something else (a cause for, a consequence of, or an example of a claim or argument).
444We have taken the position that an argument attacks or supports a thesis. In this way of
445thinking about argumentation, the arrow goes from an argument to a thesis, or from an
446argument to another argument (and not from a thesis to an argument, which could never-
447theless be understood as “the thesis is supported or attacked by this argument”). Thus, the
448possible relations are the following:

449– Correct direction (link going towards the thesis) and incorrect sign (+ instead of −; in
450other words, supporting instead of attacking, for example);
451– Incorrect direction and correct sign;
452– Incorrect direction and incorrect sign;
453– Non-argumentative relation;
454– Relation not specified;
455– Relation without meaning (two unrelated boxes connected).

457The students were taught on day 2 what constituted, in our view, correct direction and
458sign and they practiced this usage. Given this, only argumentative relations with a correct
459direction and a correct sign and non-argumentative relations were taken into consideration
460in the analyses presented in this article.
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461Example of Q2ADAM analysis

462In this section, the ADAM method will be illustrated by applying it to an example of a
463student argumentation diagram (Fig. 3, translated from the original French and redrawn,
464respecting original layout).

4651. The form of the diagram;
466We begin by locating the main thesis, the question that was to be debated (GMOs must
467be forbidden).4 The number of branches from this thesis is 11; there are 4 sub-branches (the

4 Each student in a pair may choose to express two different theses or a thesis and its negation (in this case,
“We must authorize production of GMOs”).

Fig. 3 Example of a student argumentation diagram
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468boxes from which more than one arrow leaves or enters). The maximum depth is 3 and the
469visual arrangement is “thesis in the middle,” as opposed to “thesis on top.”
4702. The quantity of arguments and relations expressed;
471There are 18 arguments in the graph (excluding the thesis). There are 19 links.
4723. The quantity and nature of opinions expressed;
473There were opinions (agree or disagree) expressed by this student in relation to each and
474every argument. In addition, this student expressed an opinion in relation to an argu-
475mentative relation (the argument “For,” labeled n° 0), which is somewhat rare.5

4764. The quantity of topics treated within the space of debate;
477Arguments having to do with the environment were evoked 4 times (boxes 1, 7, 9
478and 14).
479Arguments having to do with health were evoked six times (boxes 13, 22, 24, 26, 32 and
48036).
481Arguments having to do with affluence and welfare were evoked five times (boxes 3, 5,
48216, 18 and 30).
483Arguments having to do with world-view were evoked two times (boxes 28 and 34).
484The argument “appearance of possible undesirable events” (box 20) was put into the
485category “other.”
4865. The variety and degree of elaboration of the arguments expressed;
487Most of the arguments (11) in this student graph are level 2 arguments (2 propositions).
488There were 11 level 2 arguments (e.g., “allows synthesis of arguments and the creation of
489vaccinations”), 0 level 3 arguments and 3 level 4 arguments (e.g. “diminution of famine
490because better production and less expensive”).
4916. The correctness of argumentative relations.
492Most (14 out of 19) of these students’ argumentative links were in the correct direction
493and had the correct sign. However, two arguments had the correct direction but the wrong
494sign (link 12 and link 25) and two arguments were in fact non-argumentative relations (link
49511 and link 19). There was one relation without significance (link 2).

497 Q2Results

498Data collected during this experiment were as follows: (a) 36 individual argument graphs
499constructed before the debate; (b) 36 individual argument graphs modified as a function of
500the debate; (c) 6 collaborative argument graphs constructed in order to debate (condition 1:
501Graph for debating); and (d) 12 collaborative argument graphs constructed in order to
502represent the debate (condition 2: Graph for representing chat debate).
503Results presented here concern the individual graphs produced before and modified after
504debate, as well as the collaborative graphs produced during debate. Instructions given to the
505participants for the use of the collaborative graphs (either for debating or for representing
506the debate) corresponded to our between-subjects variable. Debate scores—that is, scores
507relative to collaborative graphs (the number of branches, sub-branches, boxes, positive and
508negative arrows, argumentative and non-argumentative relations, elements with only one

5 There is a difference between agreeing or disagreeing with an argument and agreeing or disagreeing with
the fact that a statement is in fact an argument for the thesis being debated. In other words, one may agree
with a statement, but may not agree that it is relevant to the thesis.
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509opinion or with two opinions, elaboration level of box content) and difference scores (i.e.,
510the modifications from pre- to post-individual graphs in terms of branches, sub-branches,
511boxes, elaboration level of box content, arrows, positive and negative arrows, argumen-
512tative and non-argumentative relations, elements with opinion)—were the initial dependent
513variables. To conduct appropriate statistical analyses, we reduced the number of dependent
514variables using the principal component analysis method (see the statistical notes below).
515Finally, since this experiment was carried out in an exploratory way, we did not have a
516priori strong predictions concerning the effects of the “instructions factor” on each of the
517dependent variables retained for the analyses presented in this paper. Having said that, we
518did hypothesize that translating chat to graph form would promote reflection (as mentioned
519in the section on ADAM); our objective was to unpack how this could be the case.
520In the following subsections, we discuss our approach to the statistical analyses, present
521results regarding the main variables for studying collaborative and individual graphs, the
522differences between collaborative graphs constructed for debating (condition 1) or for
523representing the chat debate (condition 2) and finally the effects of instructions for the use
524of the collaborative graphs on the modifications of individual graphs.

525Statistical Q2notes

526All statistical analyses presented here were performed using SPSS Version 12.0.1 for
527Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).
528As noted above, a quasi-experimental design was employed. In this study, students were
529working collaboratively using the DREW platform; hence, there would be possible
530problems with the lack of independence of post measurements of individuals. As described
531by Kenny et al. (2006), we checked the non-independence of all difference scores through
532the computation of intraclass correlations. None of the correlation coefficients reached
533significance (see Table 2) and this led us to use the individual (instead of the group) as the
534unit of analysis.
535Moreover, since the number of participants was small (36 students in dyads), it was
536preferable to reduce the number of dependent variables; that is, the number of difference
537scores and of debate scores. To meet this goal, principal component factor analyses with
538varimax rotation were performed.
539Finally, as MANOVA is sensitive to sample size, we chose to apply either regular one-way
540ANOVA analyses or non-parametric tests such as Mann-Whitney tests, to examine differences
541among the two experimental conditions (Graph for debating and Graph for representing the

r p t2.1

Branches −0.01 0.52 t2.2
Sub-branches 0.11 0.33 t2.3
Boxes −0.20 0.24 t2.4
Content elaboration 0.17 0.24 t2.5
Arrows −0.05 0.58 t2.6
“+” Arrows 0.32 0.10 t2.7
“−” Arrows 0.12 0.31 t2.8
Argumentative relations 0.12 0.32 t2.9
Non-argumentative relations 0.31 0.10 t2.10
Elements with opinion 0.03 0.46 t2.11

Table 2 Intraclass correlation
coefficients for difference scores
(Differences between pre- and
post-individual graphs)
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543chat debate). These comparative statistical analyses were conducted on factor scores that
544were computed by the factor analysis using the regression method (default method). Non-
545parametric tests were used when data were not normally distributed (according to the
546Skewness/Kurtosis tests for normality) or when the variances were unequal (according to the
547Levene test for homogeneity of variances). The Mann-Whitney test is the non-parametric
548analog of the unpaired samples t test. According to Hart (2001), it can detect differences in
549shape and spread as well as just differences in medians between two independent groups.
550Thus, the Mann-Whitney test can be also considered as a test for the difference in means.
551While the statistical power of ANOVAs diminish with unbalanced groups (in our case, 24
552students in dyads in the “Graph for representing the debate” condition and 12 students in
553dyads in the “Graph for debating” condition), SPSS adjusts automatically for unequal size.

554Main factors for studying collaborative and individual argument graphs

555As mentioned above, because of the size of participant samples, it was necessary to reduce
556the number of dependent variables (10 debate scores and ten difference scores). Factor
557analyses were thus constructed to identify the main factors for analyzing collaborative and
558individual graphs.
559Debate scores were combined using factor analysis. Three independent factors (we
560named them “argumentation,” “opinions” and “explore and deepen” respectively, based on
561the three argumentative categories of the Rainbow framework Q3(Baker et al. 2002; Baker et
562al. 2007) were identified that explained 76.49% of the total variance of the entire Q3data set:
563(1) Factor 1, with an eigenvalue of 4.21, accounted for 42.13% of the variance; (2) Factor 2,
564with an eigenvalue of 2.18, accounted for 21.78% of the variance; and (3) Factor 3, with an
565eigenvalue of 1.26, accounted for 12.59% of the variance (see Table 3). Variables that were
566strongly correlated with Factor 1 (argumentation) were: (a) branches (with a factor loading
567of 0.86); (b) elaboration level of box content (0.81); (c) boxes (0.79); (d) argumentative
568relations (0.74); and (e) negative arrows (0.73). Variables that were strongly correlated with
569Factor 2 (opinions) were: (a) positive arrows (with a factor loading of 0.79); (b) elements

Factor 1
argumentation

Factor 2
opinions

Factor 3
explore
and deepen t3.1

Branches 0.86 −0.20 0.08 t3.2
Content elaboration 0.81 0.10 0.08 t3.3
Boxes 0.79 0.30 0.49 t3.4
Argumentative
relations

0.74 0.51 −0.02 t3.5

Negative arrows 0.73 −0.35 0.42 t3.6
Positive arrows 0.13 0.79 0.24 t3.7
Elements with one
opinion

0.52 −0.68 0.37 t3.8

Elements with two
opinions

0.03 0.68 0.24 t3.9

Sub-branches 0.14 0.16 0.91 t3.10
Non-argumentative
relations

0.13 0.15 0.77 t3.11

Table 3 Rotated component
matrix for debate scores
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571with only one opinion (−0.68); and (c) elements with two opinions (0.68). Variables that
572were strongly correlated with Factor 3 (explore and deepen) were: (a) sub-branches (with a
573factor loading of 0.91) and (b) non-argumentative relations (0.77). We chose to name these
574factors according to the categories of the Rainbow framework as they correspond, in
575general, to the nature of these categories.
576Difference scores were also combined using factor analysis. Three independent factors
577(also named according to the Rainbow categories, i.e. Factor 1: “argumentation”; Factor 2:
578“opinions”; and Factor 3: “explore and deepen”) were identified that explained 73.91% of
579the total variance (see Table 4). The strength of Factors 1, 2 and 3 varied from the factor
580analysis performed on debate scores. The most important factor is, this time, Factor 3 (explore
581and deepen): it had an eigenvalue of 4.38 and accounted for 43.88% of the variance. Variables
582that were strongly correlated with Factor 3 (explore and deepen) were: (a) non-argumentative
583relations (with a factor loading of 0.87); (b) elaboration level of box content (0.69); and (c) sub-
584branches (0.65). Factor 1 (argumentation) and Factor 2 (opinions) accounted, this time, for a
585smaller percent of the variance (16.01%, with an eigenvalue of 1.60, and 14.02%, with an
586eigenvalue of 1.40, respectively). Variables that were strongly correlated with Factor 1
587(argumentation) were: (a) argumentative relations (with a factor loading of 0.79); (b) branches
588(0.78); (c) arrows (0.65); (d) boxes (0.62); and (e) positive arrows (0.61). Variables that were
589strongly correlated with Factor 2 (opinions) were: (a) negative arrows (0.85) and (b) elements
590with opinion (0.75).

591Differences between collaborative Q2graphs constructed for debating
592or for representing the debate

593Since the Levene test showed homogeneity of variances for all factor scores used for
594studying the 18 collaborative graphs (argumentation—Factor 1: p=0.43; “opinions”—Factor
5952: p=0.31; and “explore and deepen”—Factor 3: p=0.56), one-way ANOVA analyses were
596thus conducted.
597Results showed a significant difference between experimental conditions only for
598“opinions” scores (see Table 5). The large effect size (Cohen’s d=1.19) indicated that this
599was a considerable effect.

Factor 1
argumentation

Factor 2
opinions

Factor 3
explore
and deepen t4.1

Branches 0.78 0.23 −0.16 t4.2
Content elaboration 0.45 0.31 0.69 t4.3
Boxes 0.62 0.41 0.58 t4.4
Argumentative relations 0.79 −0.18 0.12 t4.5
Arrows 0.65 0.40 0.39 t4.6
Negative arrows 0.26 0.85 0.20 t4.7
Positive arrows 0.61 −0.24 0.59 t4.8
Elements with opinion −0.14 0.75 −0.13 t4.9
Su-branches 0.10 −0.13 0.65 t4.10
Non-argumentative
relations

−0.20 0.08 0.87 t4.11

Table 4 Rotated component
matrix for difference scores
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600As illustrated in Table 6, there were more elements (boxes and arrows) for which both
601partners expressed their own opinions (in favor or against) in the collaborative graphs when
602they were constructed for debating rather than for representing the debate. A supplemental
603Mann-Whitney test showed that this difference was significant (U=11.00, z=−2.51,
604p=0.012). Although differences in means were observed for “elements with one opinion”
605(i.e., more elements for which only one student expressed his/her opinion in the collab-
606orative graphs constructed for representing the debate) and “positive arrows” (i.e., more
607positive arrows between boxes in the collaborative graphs constructed for debating), these
608differences were not significant: F(1, 16)=0.58, p=0.46, and F(1, 16)=3.93, p=0.07),
609respectively.

610Effects of instructions for the use Q2of collaborative graphs on the modifications
611of individual graphs

612One-way ANOVAs were performed on “argumentation” (Factor 1) and “opinions” (Factor
6132) scores (Levene tests for homogeneity of variances: p=0.34 and p=0.17, respectively),
614but results did not show any significant differences between experimental conditions (see
615Table 7).
616A non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was performed on “explore and deepen” (Factor 3)
617scores because the Levene test showed non-homogeneity of variances (p=0.007). Results
618from this test showed a significant difference between conditions (U=66.00, z=−2.62,
619p=0.009). As depicted in Table 8, the number of non-argumentative relations in the post-
620individual graphs (a) increased for participants who were instructed to construct the collab-

t6.1Table 6 Means and standard deviations of debate scores for collaborative graphs constructed either for
debating or for representing their chat debate

Graphs for representing
the debate (n=12)

Graphs for debating
(n=6) t6.2

M SD M SD t6.3

Factor 1 argumentation Branches 5.75 2.93 7.17 3.19 t6.4
Content elaboration 24.08 13.41 27.83 11.89 t6.5
Boxes 12.25 4.65 14.67 3.98 t6.6
Argumentative relations 7.58 3.23 9.67 2.58 t6.7
Negative arrows 5.67 5.28 5.17 1.60 t6.8

Factor 2 opinions Positive arrows 5.67 2.84 8.83 3.87 t6.9
Elements with one opinion 6.75 8.40 3.83 5.71 t6.10
Elements with two opinions 1.33 3.42 12.33 10.13 t6.11

Factor 3 explore and deepen Sub-branches 1.08 1.24 2.00 2.00 t6.12
Non-argumentative relations 2.25 1.82 1.67 1.75 t6.13

t5.1Table 5 Differences between collaborative graphs constructed either for debating or for representing their
chat debate: Results of ANOVAs

MS F p Effect size d Power (1-ß error prob.) t5.2

Factor 1 argumentation 0.61 0.60 0.45 0.40 0.66 t5.3
Factor 2 opinions 5.01 6.69 0.02 1.19 0.86 t5.4
Factor 3 explore and deepen 0.004 0.004 0.95 0.02 0.51 t5.5
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621orative graph for representing their chat debate, and (b) decreased for participants who were
622asked to debate each other using JigaDREW. A supplemental one-way ANOVA test
623showed that this difference was significant, F(1, 34)=5.48, p=0.02, with an effect size of
624.89 and a respectable power of .95. The same pattern occurred for the number of sub-
625branches in the post-individual graphs, but a Mann-Whitney test did not show a significant
626difference between conditions (U=97.00, z=−1.81, p=0.07). Finally, in the post-individual
627graphs, the increase in the elaboration level of box content was approximately the same in
628the two conditions (F(1, 34)=0.16, p=0.70).
629In sum, two results can be pointed out. First, the main difference between the two types
630of collaborative graphs—that is, graphs for debating and graphs for representing the chat
631debate—concerns the argumentative activity of expressing opinions. Students who are in-
632structed to represent their chat debate in an argument graph are less inclined to state their
633respective opinions in regard to the same elements (arguments or relations between
634arguments) of their collaborative graph. Secondly, the instruction given to the participants
635regarding the use of the argument graph during the collaborative phase (either for debating or
636for representing their chat debate) has a significant impact on the modifications of pre-
637individual graphs, and this impact mainly concerns the argumentative activity of exploring and
638deepening. In the individual graphs, revised after the collaborative phase, non-argumentative
639relations are added by participants assigned to the “Graph for representing the chat debate”
640condition, whereas the participants assigned to the “Graph for debating” condition suppress
641some of these relations. As presented in the section on the ADAMmethod, non-argumentative
642relations are usually used to link an argument box with an explanation/elaboration box (or with
643a chain of explanation/elaboration boxes).

t8.1Table 8 Means and standard deviations of difference scores for participants instructed to construct the
collaborative graph either for debating or for representing their chat debate

Graphs for representing
the debate (n=24)

Graphs for debating
(n=12) t8.2

M SD M SD t8.3

Factor 1 explore and deepen Non-argumentative relations 0.58 1.28 −0.33 0.65 t8.4
Content elaboration 3.92 5.32 3.25 3.33 t8.5
Sub-branches 0.42 0.88 −0.08 0.52 t8.6

Factor 2 argumentation Argumentative relations 1.79 2.27 1.33 1.78 t8.7
Branches 0.50 1.14 0.67 0.89 t8.8
Arrows 2.21 2.06 1.25 1.49 t8.9
Boxes 2.13 1.78 1.17 1.40 t8.10
Positive arrows 1.17 1.66 0.83 1.19 t8.11

Factor 3 opinions Negative arrows 1.04 1.40 0.42 0.99 t8.12
Elements with opinion 4.88 8.07 7.00 6.56 t8.13

t7.1Table 7 Effects of instructions for the use of the collaborative graphs (either for debating or for representing
their chat debate) on the post-individual graphs: Results of ANOVAs

MS F p Effect size d Power (1-ß error prob.) t7.2

Factor 2 “argumentation” 0.005 0.005 0.94 0.03 0.51 t7.3
Factor 3 “opinions” 0.03 0.03 0.86 0.06 0.53 t7.4
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644Conclusion

645In this article, we sought to compare the influence of two types of instruction for using an
646argumentation diagram during pedagogical debates over the Internet on student collabo-
647ration and on individual student argumentation diagrams. More specifically, we studied
648how using an argumentation diagram as a medium of student debate (Graph for debating)
649and using an argumentation diagram as a way of representing student’s chat debate (Graph
650for representing a chat debate) influenced two phenomena. We first looked at the modifi-
651cations that students made to individual graphs after debating with one of these conditions,
652and second, we looked at how each condition influenced their collaboration in terms of the
653type of graph they constructed during debate.
654The instruction given for using the argument graph during the collaborative phase has a
655significant impact on the modification of individual graphs insofar as a particular aspect of
656“exploring and deepening” arguments is concerned. Students in the “Graph for representing
657the chat debate” added more non-argumentative relations. We call these relations non-
658argumentative per se, as they are not direct arguments for or against theses or other arguments.
659Rather, they are causes, consequences and examples; semantic relations between content that
660strongly support argumentative reasoning. It seems that asking students to construct a
661collaborative graph for representing their debate, in other words transforming argumentative
662knowledge from chat to graph, led them to deepen their conceptual understanding of the
663debate topic. However, in order to verify if this type of restructuring increases conceptual
664understanding, it would have been helpful to engage students in another learning situation
665where they would have been asked to reinvest their understanding of the debate topic, such as
666in a synthesis task.
667In terms of mobilizing argumentative knowledge, there were two major distinctions
668between instructing students to use a “Graph for debating” or a “Graph for representing a
669chat debate,” concerning their collaboration. For one, the latter had the effect of causing
670students to be less inclined to take positions together with regard to the same elements of
671their collaborative graph (arguments or relations between arguments). While the graph for
672debating may be a representation of where each partner’s individual perspectives are
673confronted with one another, it seems that the graph for representing the chat debate is a
674representation of a unique voice, that of the members of the group. This representation
675reflects a shared perspective, stemming from consensus. It may also be easier to neglect
676assigning an opinion to each argument when a debate is being transposed from chat to
677graph (Graph for representing chat debate), while the “Graph for debating” condition allows
678for expression of opinions as arguments are being formed. It’s important for students to
679distinguish between an argument and an opinion in regard to that argument in order to
680understand that different social actors may hold different opinions on the same argu-
681mentative content. For example, greenpeace is against the argument “GMOs are not
682dangerous for the environment,” while the Monsanto seed company is in favor of it. The
683fact that the “Graph for debating” condition had the effect of causing students to add more
684opinions to their collaborative graph could be explained by the fact that during debate,
685students obtained arguments they knew they did not agree with and were more able to
686distinguish between argument and opinion than those students preoccupied with repre-
687senting their chat debate with the graph. Indeed, JigaDREW allowed for explicit expression
688of being for or against a particular argument and it may be that marking one’s opinion is
689easier “on the fly” (Graph for debating) than when painstakingly locating and transposing
690arguments from chat to graph form (Graph for representing chat debate).
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691In conclusion, in a pedagogical sequence where students produce an individual argument
692graph, then debate, and finally revise their individual argument graph, changing how
693students are instructed to use an argumentation graph during debate does have an impact
694on (1) their collaboration and (2) how they revise their individual argument graphs.
695Translating between two external representations of argumentation (from a debate in chat to
696an argument graph) is beneficial for elaborating argument content. However, students could
697potentially use help in distinguishing between elaborations that are directly argumentative
698(more complex predicates for a given argument and justifications/warrants for arguments in
699the Toulminian sense) and those elaborations that more generally support argumentative
700discourse (examples, causes and consequences of arguments). On the other hand, using a
701graph as a medium for debate (coordinating between chat and graph while constructing)
702increases expression of opinion about arguments (for or against) during collaborative
703activity. Thus, coordinating between two external representations and translating one into
704another bring about different cognitive and interactive mechanisms. In other words, argu-
705mentation is transformed by technical and psychological tool use, as is the tool use trans-
706formed by how students argue.
707These results inform us as to the design of CSCL systems focused on argumentation and
708the learning situations in which they are embedded. How an argumentation graph is used and
709the pedagogical context in which it is placed can be chosen as a function of specific learning
710goals in relation to the elaboration of argumentative knowledge. The ADAMmethod allowed
711us to understand how the participants constructed and re-constructed their graphs and to a
712certain degree to understand the content level of the arguments. However, this method does
713not include a deep content analysis of arguments nor does it allow us to take into account the
714interaction occurring during construction of the collaborative graph.
715Further work will focus on aiding the translation from one external representation to
716another (chat to graph), on relating an ADAM analysis to an analysis of the chat interactions,
717and will address the potential roles of teachers during this process.
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